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Front Royal 2382 Teaches Veterans How to Play Poker 

 
WWII Wave Continues to work on her Bucket List 

On a previous visit to a local assisted-living center, the Front Royal 

2382 Veterans Service Committee met a lovely lady, Ms. Fern Perry, 

who is a very active, 99 year old WWII Navy veteran. During the ensuing 

discussion, Ms. Perry said that one of her duties during the war was to 

go aboard U.S. Navy ships coming into the port where she was 

stationed, and pay the sailors, who had usually been at sea for long 

periods of time. These sailors always requested that she pay them in 

small bills. Fern learned that this was because, during their long at-sea 

periods, whenever they had time on their hands, these young sailors 

helped pass that time by playing poker and the small bills were useful 

for that purpose. Fern decided that at some point she too would like to 

learn to play poker. 



Seventy years later, on Wednesday, February 11, 2015, the Front 

Royal Elks veterans committee conducted a Poker Playing class at the 

facility where Ms. Perry is a resident. Several of the other residents 

decided they would like to sit in on the games as well. One or two had 

had some previous experience (as demonstrated by Ms. Maggie 

Boucher – who won hand after hand) but most were learning the game 

for the first time and they all loved the challenge of deciding which 

cards to hold, how many to draw, and most importantly, when to fold 

and when to raise. Of course, only chips were used for this session, but 

the participants enjoyed it so much they have requested that the Elks 

return on a frequent basis to play more of this challenging game. They 

even requested that, in addition to the cheat-sheet charts that were 

provided, we write down some of the rules we were using, so when 

they play amongst themselves, they can keep everything straight. The 

only minor distraction during the 2-hour, afternoon session was that, in 

order to keep everyone in the game, the Elk tutors had to periodically 

redistribute chips from the big winners, who weren’t always anxious to 

give up their “winnings”. However, it was all in good fun and resulted in 

a most enjoyable afternoon for everyone who participated. 

Attendees from Commonwealth Community Living were: Charles 

Moore (also a WWII Veteran), Fern Perry, Pat Seydlitz, Dorothy Seal and 

Maggie Boucher. Elks in attendance were: Ralph Hauser, Jimmy 

Mahoney, Dave Butler and Rich Crawford (Chair of Lodge 2382 Veterans 

Service Committee). 

Julie Barrios, also a Front Royal Elk, is the Activities Director at the 

facility and helped schedule this event. 
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